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Introduction

Justice Richard Goldstone has now
formally presented to the Human
Rights Council his Report of the United
Nations Fact Finding Mission on the
Gaza Conflict, which was released on
September 15th.[1] The Report, critical
of both Hamas and Israel for actions
related to the conflict that spanned
three weeks from late December 2008
to mid-January 2009, was never likely

to influence Hamas’ approach to international humanitarian law (IHL).[2] By
contrast, a report by Justice Goldstone – a long-time friend of Israel and
highly respected in legal circles worldwide – might have played some role in
encouraging Israel to rethink how it deals with armed groups operating in
civilian areas in Gaza. While Justice Goldstone’s credibility and the Report’s
findings have guaranteed that the Mission’s conclusions are being heard, it
is difficult to see how it will have a positive impact on Israeli thinking. Hamas
has championed the Goldstone Report as vindication,[3] while Israel has
issued a response that challenges the Mission’s core factual and legal
conclusions.[4]

This Insight does not purport to weigh the Report’s factual findings against
Israel’s objections, nor to catalog the Report’s strengths and weaknesses.
Instead, it presents a general overview of its findings and some comments
on what is surely a leading reason for Israel’s denunciation of the Report: the
rejection of its system of military justice and the call for other states and the
International Criminal Court (ICC) to investigate and prosecute alleged Israeli
offenders. The United States has echoed Israel’s concern in its own
reactions to the Report,[5] while, conversely, Justice Goldstone himself has
identified accountability as his main objective.[6]

Background to the Mission

Justice Goldstone agreed to lead the investigation on April 3 only after the
President of the Council restated the Mission’s original mandate, which was
widely seen as one-sided, in a more even-handed way: “to investigate all
violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian
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law that might have been committed at any time in the context of the military
operations that were conducted in Gaza during the period from 27 December
2008 and 18 January 2009, whether before, during or after.”[7]

Goldstone unsuccessfully sought Israeli participation and cooperation.[8]
Ultimately, no Israeli official cooperated with the investigative team. While
Hamas offered cooperation, the Mission nonetheless faced barriers in Gaza.
For instance, the Report notes that Palestinians were often “reluctant to
speak about the presence of or conduct of hostilities by the Palestinian
armed groups,” perhaps “stemm[ing] from a fear of reprisals.”[9] While
testimony from dozens of Gazans is often powerful and seemingly credible,
the Report gives the sense that Hamas’ (or other groups’) responsibility for
civilian casualties in specific incidents was difficult to demonstrate for
reasons even beyond Israel’s absence.

Factual Findings and Legal Conclusions

Of the twenty-one chapters at the heart of the nearly 600-page document,
sixteen deal with Israeli behavior, four deal with abuses by “armed groups in
Gaza,” and one deals with allegations against the Palestinian Authority. In
explaining this disparity, Justice Goldstone has noted that the issue of
Hamas’ responsibility for rocket and mortar attacks on Israelis in southern
Israel was not much in dispute, whereas Israeli responsibility in Gaza was “a
lot more complicated.”[10] The Mission did not make an effort to examine all
allegations of IHL and human rights violations before, during or after
Operation Cast Lead but instead addressed “illustrative” incidents. At its
conclusion, the Report makes a number of recommendations to the parties
and other actors in the international community.

With respect to Hamas and others operating in Gaza, the Report alleges
their responsibility for failing to take precautions to protect civilians (Chapter
VIII), the ongoing detention of Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit (Chapter XVIII), the
targeting of Fatah associates by Hamas (Chapter XIX) and deliberately
attacking civilians in southern Israel (Chapter XXIV). Israel’s absence from
the fact-finding made it difficult for the Mission to assess Israeli arguments
about the responsibility of armed groups. Consequently, the Report
occasionally resorts to some variation of a phrase such as, “the Mission is
unable to make a determination regarding the allegation” of Hamas’ or
others’ responsibility.[11] The Report recommends that Hamas and other
armed groups “undertake forthwith to respect international humanitarian law,
in particular by renouncing attacks on Israeli civilians and civilian objects,
and take all feasible precautionary measures to avoid harm to Palestinian
civilians during hostilities.”[12]

The Report criticizes Israel for a range of acts, from abusive detentions
(Chapters XIV, XV and XXI) to repression of dissent (Chapter XXV). Yet the
core factual findings deal with thirty-six incidents, of which the vast majority
constitute some form of allegation of Israeli attacks on civilians, whether by
indiscriminate or disproportionate use of force or deliberate attacks on
non-military objectives, including civilians. The Report includes several
allegations of the use of Palestinian civilians as “human shields” during
military operations, noting that such use is contrary to the Fourth Geneva
Convention and that the Israeli Supreme Court and Israeli military policy
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prohibit such abuse.[13] The Report concludes many of the factual reviews by
finding a violation of IHL and the possible elements of a war crime.[14]

Perhaps most disconcerting from the Israeli perspective is not the
assessment of individual incidents, but the overarching claim that Operation
Cast Lead was directed against “the people of Gaza as a whole” as part of
“an overall policy aimed at punishing the Gaza population for its resilience
and for its apparent support for Hamas.”[15] The Gaza operation, the Mission
alleges, involved not merely individual incidents of criminal behavior but was
the result of a governmental policy of “massive and deliberate destruction”[16]
The Report concludes with a set of recommendations urging changes in
Israeli policy.[17]

Accountability

A short chapter seems to take as a given that Palestinian authorities are
failing in their responsibility to investigate those responsible for violations
(Chapter XXVII).[18] In any event, the sections on accountability (Chapters
XXVI – XXIX) hit Israel hardest, in light of its long-established system of
military justice; the Report’s call for accountability (though directed toward
both Palestinian authorities and Israel) is quite obviously toxic to Israeli
officials responsible for the operation. What’s worse, from the Israeli
perspective, is that the Report’s critique of Israel’s capacity to investigate
violations of IHL is nearly categorical, rejecting as inadequate its system of
military justice.[19]

The Report then turns to alternatives to domestic justice, among them the
following:

Security Council monitoring: The Report recommends that the UN
Security Council “establish an independent committee of experts . . . to
monitor and report on any domestic legal or other proceedings
undertaken by Israel” and assess whether Israel is pursuing
accountability in good faith.[20]
International Criminal Court (ICC) investigation: First, if the Security
Council finds a lack of good faith investigations after a period of
monitoring, the Report recommends that it refer the situation to the ICC
chief prosecutor for investigation (as it did with respect to Darfur,
Sudan).[21] Second, the Report notes that the “Government of
Palestine” submitted a declaration to the ICC on January 21, 2009,
recognizing the jurisdiction of the ICC for “acts committed in the
territory of Palestine since 1 July 2002.”[22] After setting out the relevant
article of the Rome Statute (Article 12), the Report concludes that the
chief prosecutor might open an investigation of the events in Gaza
even without a Security Council referral on the basis of Article 12(3) of
the Rome Statute.[23]
Universal jurisdiction: The Report takes the “increasing unwillingness
on the part of Israel to open criminal investigations” as reason to
“support[] the reliance on universal jurisdiction as an avenue for States
to investigate” grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions.[24]

Israel’s initial response argues that its system of investigations and
prosecutions complies with international standards, that the Report overlooks



the levels of independent scrutiny in the Israeli system and ignores ongoing
investigations.[25] In a lengthy footnote in its response, Israel identifies
generally the investigations it has conducted or is conducting, updating a
public report it issued in July.[26]

The Report’s recommendations related to accountability pose serious
problems to Israel and the international community.

First, Israel has long faced the risk of other states investigating its senior
military and political officials, but the Report’s documentation – and its broad
claim that the operation as a whole followed an unlawful strategy –
heightens that threat. The undeniable fact is that, even by Israel’s
assessment, a very high number of civilians were killed or injured and civilian
infrastructure damaged or destroyed.[27] Even if Israel is correct that the vast
majority of these fatalities resulted from the lawful application of force, and
that Hamas bears responsibility for allowing armed groups to operate amidst
the civilian population, its failure to cooperate with the Mission has eliminated
an important forum for making its case. It now risks the possibility that
numerous prosecutors, particularly in Europe, will take the conclusions of
the Report and initiate investigations under their domestic universal
jurisdiction laws. It remains to be seen whether Israel’s current approach –
issuing statements and reports countering the Report’s allegations – will
succeed; it seems more likely that an independent domestic review would
provide the kind of protection the Israeli Government desires, but the
Government has already rejected such an idea.[28]

Second, the recommendation that the Security Council establish an
independent experts committee to monitor Israeli efforts to hold IHL violators
accountable is novel – and almost certainly a non-starter, not only for the
United States but other members of the Security Council. It’s imaginable that
the Human Rights Council would initiate such a monitoring system, but it
would face the same constraints as those confronting the Goldstone Mission.

Third, the Report’s recommendation favoring an ICC referral from the
Security Council is certain to fail, as it is impossible to imagine the United
States consenting to the referral of Israel to the ICC. Similarly, it would be
surprising and highly controversial if the ICC were to accept the claim that
Palestine may be a state for the purposes of ICC jurisdiction.[29]

Conclusion

On the whole, despite much that deserves to be read in it, the Goldstone
Report is having limited influence over Israel. Unlike past domestic Israeli
investigations into military policy, no major internal movement to support the
Report’s conclusions appears likely, and the United States is not pushing –
at least publicly – for Israel to take the Report’s conclusions seriously.

With respect to the United States, it bears noting that the Report poses the
first challenge to the Obama Administration since the United States officially
joined the Human Rights Council in September. The United States is
seeking support for a Council resolution that would encourage Israeli and
Palestinian investigations into alleged violations of IHL, but others are
pushing for Council approval of each of the Goldstone Report’s
recommendations.[30] During the debate over the Report at the Council on



September 29th, the U.S. delegation was essentially isolated in its negative
reactions to the Report.[31] How, and how hard, the United States pushes for
its preferred outcome in such an environment should say much about the
future of U.S. membership on the Council.
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